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Morrison & Albanese must give us the truth. COVID-19 crisis demands honest answers.
Summary:
Australia faces a crisis possibly much worse than the Great Depression. We can only survive it by
working together with a Prime Minister (and other political leaders) that are brave, honest and
intelligent. Now is the time for the nation's leadership to level with us. What is the truth about the
way our laws, economy and society are structured?
The following questions demand an honest response from Scott Morrison and Anthony Albanese.
The COVID-19 crisis will see the elite increase our debt and steal more of our country's wealth. The
choice boils down to ..... Freedom or Slavery?
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Level with us - we really want to know where we stand
Before the burning pitchforks come out we would love Scott Morrison and Anthony
Albanese to answer a few “big picture” questions. Come on guys can you please level with us
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now? Australians are being traumatized right now by a once in a hundred years crisis. It will likely be
worse than The Great Depression of the 30s.
Aussies really want to know:
1. What are we to you, the country and the various powers that have great influence on the
world's nations and economies?
2. Are we registered assets?
3. Are we just considered units of economic activity?
4. Are we just vassals existing to generate consumption and production for the profit of others?
5. Do we have any Common Law rights?
6. Is there any truth to the "conspiracy" that men and women exist - deceptively - in two forms
with significant legal ramifications? One is considered a corporate entity or "person" - designated by
a NAME IN CAPITALS and the other a flesh & blood living being with Common Law rights. What is
your understanding of this issue? If you don't know please discuss with someone who does and get
back to us.
7. Is it true that a private grouping of powerful and wealthy individuals and families own more than
40% of the assets of the 40,000 companies making up the world's capital markets?
8. Do the world's governments facilitate these wealthy groupings to hide and control their assets via
complex Trust and Company arrangements often involving various tax havens?
9. Can you explain to us the history and purpose of the Bank for International Settlements (BIS)?
10. Is it true that US Federal Reserve is in effect controlled by four large private companies:
BlackRock, State Street, Vanguard and Fidelity? Who are the major shareholders in these
entities?
11. Do you believe the media is genuinely holding the government to account?
12. Many believe that the major news organisations are actually serving elite interests ... possibly
through close co-operation with major US and British intelligence agencies. This would mean that
much of the "news" we are fed is actually propaganda. What do you think?
13. The law appears to be used as weapon against men and women rather than as a shield to
protect them from abuses of power? Do you think the legal system is functioning in the men and
women of Australia's interests?
14. We are involved in a once in a hundred years crisis. People are facing joblessness, bankruptcy
and eviction. The government appears to be: shielding the banks; increasing the country's debt to
the international banking cartel; diverting money in a reckless and unproductive manner. Why
doesn't the government utilise our sovereign monetary system - as clearly spelled out in our
Constitution - in the way our forefathers had designed?
15. Don't you think it is a pity that our country does not have Sovereign Wealth fund?
16. Isn't it a shame that in the early 1970s the Liberal and Labor parties were happy to sign up to the
UN's Lima Agreement which assisted in the destruction of Australia's capacity to continue
manufacturing .... in Australia? A strong local manufacturing capacity would have been pretty
handy right now - don't you think?
17. Have you tried purchasing land and businesses in many of our trading partners' countries?
Perhaps if you discovered how difficult that is you would decide that maybe our country's resources
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and assets are best held in Australian hands.
18. Please explain why the wealthiest and most powerful organisations such as various religious
operations and big businesses are exempt from taxation? This is curious for several reasons
particularly as many of these entities have for many generations been guilty of all manner of
criminal and predatory activities including but not limited to child sex abuse, money laundering and
drug trafficking.
19. Is it true that the government has passed legislation that will allow the banks to take their
customers' deposits and superannuation during a financial crisis? During a crisis you should be
looking after the people's interests. The banking system is being used as a tool to control and
impoverish nations. Do not lock us into such a system by banning cash. Do not bail out or bail in this
crooked system. Reform it to work for the country and people.
20. It seems the government didn't quite manage to shut down our country's border in time. An
island nation was pretty well placed to avoid the bulk of COVID-19 trouble. Do you think you have
the ability to put in place an effective Business Hibernation? We want the real deal (see links
below) - not a Mickey Mouse attempt which would see the crisis last ten long years with untold
hardship for our kids and grandkids. The elite are circling - will you let them buy up our land and
distressed business assets at dirt cheap prices? Do you recall how John Howard and Peter Costello
sold our gold reserves? How about the way Paul Keating sold off our bank - the people's bank ... The
Commonwealth Bank?
_______________________________________________________________________________________
BRN Comments
Well - do you think we will get some straight answers from ScoMo and Albo? Do you know the
answers to some of these questions? Do you want to know? How about picking one or two and
sending them to some of our pollies. We're sure they will get back to you straight away with an
honest answer.
And by the way - it is not just during a crisis that our politicians should be looking after our interests.
They should be doing that every single day they serve us. If they can't step up now and do the job
properly ... what the hell are we paying them for?
If we don't take a stand now our wealth, freedoms and rights are going to be stolen. Australia will be
unrecognizable.
"Any crisis - whether genuine or manufactured - will be used by unscrupulous politicians
and interest groups to progress an agenda that is against the best interests of the
people" - Brandson's Law

Related Links: Business Hibernation to stop COVID-19 chaos
Virus Crisis - Act NOW
Step 1 - SUMIR - Sovereign Wealth Fund
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